1. Introduction {#s0005}
===============

Ebolaviruses (EBOV) belong to the family *Filoviridae*, a taxonomic group of enveloped, nonsegmented, negative single-strand RNA viruses that includes the genera Marburgvirus and Cuevavirus, and Ebolavirus ([@bib1], [@bib6], [@bib68], [@bib87]) ( [Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}, [Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}). There are 5 species identified for EBOV: Zaire, Bundibugyo, Sudan, Reston and Tai Forest. These species have capability of causing disease but differ in extent of progression and virulence. Fatality rates varies from ∼40% for Bundibugyo, ∼50% for Sudan, 70--90% for Zaire ([@bib29], [@bib84]). Bundibugyo, Zaire and Sudan species are associated with outbreaks in Africa.Fig. 1Ebola virus taxonomy and classification.Fig. 1Fig. 2Filamentous structure Ebola virus and Zaire Ebola strain Ebola virus with genomic presentation (Source: [www.rcsb.org](http://www.rcsb.org){#ir0005}, [www.emdatabank.org](http://www.emdatabank.org){#ir0010}). Inset: genomic sequence of Ebola virus.([@bib17]; [@bib28]; [@bib66]; [@bib70]; [@bib73]; [@bib83]).Fig. 2

Zaire species of EBOV lead to 2014 West African outbreak ([@bib4], [@bib27]). Ebola virus disease (EVD) first appeared in 1976 in 2 simultaneous outbreaks ([@bib91], [@bib92]), one in Nzara, Sudan, and other in Yambuku, Democratic Republic of Congo ([@bib8], [@bib57]). The latter occurred in a village near the Ebola river, hence the name of the disease. EVD is a zoonosis causing high mortality epidemics in human populations ([@bib1], [@bib10], [@bib30], [@bib62], [@bib82]). The recent outbreak in West Africa (March 2014), is the biggest bizarre since its first outbreak, with huge numbers of mortality and morbidity cases ([@bib14], [@bib16], [@bib24]). Countries under ruthless attacks are Guinea, Sierra Leone and Liberia. This may be partly due to handicapped health facilities, infrastructural resources, lack of knowledge, dietary habits, funeral rites and the insufficient supply of disposable equipment in hospitals. Ebola epidemic was declared as Public Health Emergency of International Concern health agencies in August 2014 ([@bib13], [@bib19]) (EVD Fact sheet N°103, WHO). As per recent reports by CDC, (as of June 2, 2015) there were a total of 27,255 cases (suspected, probable, and confirmed), 15,052 Laboratory-confirmed cases and 11,169 deaths. (Source: <http://www.cdc.gov/vhf/ebola/outbreaks/2014-west-africa/>). Considerable efforts are being made by health agencies for community awareness, developing test methods, exploring markers for EVD analysis ([@bib9], [@bib13], [@bib44], [@bib56], [@bib70], [@bib71], [@bib72]).

1.1. EBOV Genome {#s0010}
----------------

EBOV appears as a single filamentous particle ( [Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}). It has -ssRNA as genetic material along with seven transcriptional units coding for seven structural proteins ( [Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"}). Additionally, there are two secreted soluble proteins (sGP and ssGP) which may act as decoys to disrupt the host immune system, by absorbing anti-GP antibodies ([@bib17], [@bib29], [@bib30], [@bib63], [@bib66], [@bib70], [@bib73], [@bib83]).Fig. 3Microscopic view of EBOV Particle: (A) SEM of a single filamentous Ebola virus particle. (B) String-like EBOV particles are shedding from an infected cell in this electron micrograph. (C) SEM of filamentous Ebola virus particles attached to and budding from a chronically infected VERO E6 cell (blue) (25,000x magnification). (D) Ebola virus particles found both as extracellular particles and budding particles from chronically infected African green monkey kidney cells. (E) SEM of Ebola virus budding from the surface of a Vero cell (African green monkey kidney epithelial cell line). (F) EBOV Nucleocapsids and Virus Particles: TEM of EBOV nucleocapsids (small orange circles) and virus particles (larger orange filamentous forms) within infected African green monkey kidney cells. (G) Ebola-infected VERO E6 Cell: SEM of filamentous EBOV particles budding from an infected VERO E6 cell. (H) SEM of Ebola virions on the surface of a tetherin-expressing cell. <http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2009/01/090127152838.htm>. (Source: A-H NIAID of NIH). (I) Can robots help stop the Ebola outbreak? Germ-zapping robot could support war against Ebola ([@bib74]). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)Fig. 3Table 1Details for seven structural protein of Ebola.Table 1**Nucleoprotein**1.Essential component of Nucleocapsid.2.Transcription & Assembly.3.ssRNA Packaging.1.Spontanously Self-Assembles2.into non-functional helical structures (∼20 nm)      **Virion Protein 35**1.Essential Component of Nucleocapsid.2.L Polymerase Cofactor3.ssRNA Packaging.4.Immune dysregulation, Interferon suppression5.Silences host RIG-1 dsRNA binding6.Inhibits host IRF-3 phosphorylation.1.Targets Innate immune response.2.Interacts with cellular kinases IKKε & TBK-1.3.Can disrupt IKKε and IPS-1 interactions.      **Virion Protein 40/\"Matrix Protein\"**1.Maintains virion structural integrity2.Required for viral cellular egress3.Associated with late endosomes1.Can form \'budding\' viral-like particles2.in absence of all other Ebola proteins3.VP40 + GP VLPs can enter cells4.May exploit COPII transfer system to5.reach host cell internal membrane for egress      **Glycoprotein**1.\'Spikes\' on virion outer membrane2.Required for viral cellular entry3.Broad tissue tropism4.GP is Ebola\'s \'cell fusion\' protein5.GP1/GP2 complex is heterodimer6.Outer GP1/2 is a trimer of heterodimers1.GP trimer forms 10nm long spikes2.GP is Post-Tr Cleaved into GP1/GP23.GP1/GP2 linked via S-S bond4.GP is RNA-edited and Golgi-proc\'d5.Dimeric sGP product is secreted6.sGP assists in viral cloaking (\'decoy\')      **Virion Protein 30**1.Essential Component of Nucleocapsid.2.Transcription Activation & Re-initiation3.ssRNA Packaging.1.Transcription will not proceed without VP302.Contains Zn-binding Cys-His Motif3.Overall, poorly understood at present.      **Virion Protein 24/\"2nd Matrix Protein\"**1.Required for fully-functional Nucleocapsid2.Associated with Matrix Protein (VP40)3.Blocks IFN-α/β + IFN-γ signaling4.Immune Dysregulation1.Located between capsid & envelope2.Possibly associated with capsid assembly3.Competes with STAT1 for karyopherin4.Viral transcription inhibitor5.May play regulatory role in switch from6.transcription \<\--\> translation      **RNA Replicase**1.Essential Component of Nucleocapsid.2.Genome Transcription & Translation3.Copies Viral -ssRNA into segmented4.and capped viral mRNAs for translation.5.Copies -ssRNA to +ssRNA template6.Positive ssRNA template used to make7.new ssRNAs for packaging into viral progeny1.Ebola RNA Replicase is complex2.Can engage in RNA editing (many ORFs)3.Has interactions in relation to ORFs4.Upstream repeat ORFs can regulate L5.Cellular stress can regulate L

1.2. Transmission of EBOV {#s0015}
-------------------------

Fruit bats belonging to the *Pteropodidae* family are thought to be natural EBOV hosts. EBOV is introduced into the human population through close contact with the blood, secretions, organs or other bodily fluids of infected animals such as chimpanzees, gorillas, fruit bats, monkeys, forest antelopes and porcupines. EBOV then gets transmitted human-to-human via direct contact (through broken skin or mucous membranes) with blood, secretions, organs or other bodily fluids of infected people, or indirectly via contaminated fomites. Health-care workers have frequently been infected while treating patients with suspected or confirmed EVD ([@bib13], [@bib31], [@bib59], [@bib84]).

1.3. Life cycle of EBOV {#s0020}
-----------------------

EBOV undergoes Enzootic or Epizootic life cycle ( [Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}, [Fig. 5](#f0025){ref-type="fig"}). When it infects the host cells it attaches to the receptors via GP glycoprotein and gets endocytosed in host vesicles. C-type lectins DC-SIGN and DC-SIGNR play crucial role as they bind to Ebola glycoproteins and augment infection. Ebola enters early endosomes via macropinocytosis. In culture cells like dendritic cells, GP glycoprotein modulates to GP1 due to action of Cathepsin L (Cat L) and Cathepsin B (Cat B). Upon GP1 interaction with host NPC1, fusion of virus and vesicle membrane happens. Ribonucleocapsid is released followed by transcription. Replication starts and nucleoprotein encapsidates newly synthetized genomes. There is interaction of ribonucleotide with matrix protein and then virions are released via budding from plasma membrane through ESCRT complexes. ([@bib37], [@bib48], [@bib61], [@bib79], [@bib80]).Fig. 4Entry pathway of Ebola Virus into host cell ([@bib48]). Upon binding to cell-surface receptors, Ebola gets internalized in endosome. Within endosome, endosomal proteases: cathepsin B and cathepsin L, slash the viral GP1 protein into N-terminal fragment and then cathepsin B digests it further into only GP2. GP2 aids in the fusion of viral envelope and endosomal membrane, releasing viral genome into the cytoplasm. Upon release the proteolysis of GP1 is prevented by CA074 (inhibitor) and therefore infection advances.Fig. 4Fig. 5Illustration of Ebola Pathogenesis ([@bib17]), ([@bib30]).Fig. 5

1.4. Clinical symptoms of Ebola {#s0025}
-------------------------------

Clinical phase of Ebola can be broadly categorized in Phases: incubation, prodromal and convalescent or deterioration phases. Ebola has incubation period of 2-21days. Clinically, Ebola infection initiates (0--3 days) with symptoms like fever, malaise, fatigue, body aches sore joints, gastrointestinal issues like epigastric pain, nausea, vomiting and diarrhea. Associated issues are conjunctival infection, chest pain, arthralgias, myalgias and hiccups. Late complications (≥10 days) comprise of gastrointestinal hemorrhage, secondary infections, meningoencephalitis, persistent neurocognitive abnormalities, shock and hypotension ( [Fig. 6](#f0030){ref-type="fig"}) ([@bib2], [@bib3], [@bib10], [@bib45], [@bib55], [@bib71], [@bib73], [@bib75])Fig. 6Illustration of clinical phase of EVD.Fig. 6

2. Advancements in diagnostic and detection of EBOV {#s0030}
===================================================

2.1. SoA of diagnostic tools for EBOV detection {#s0035}
-----------------------------------------------

Outcomes of studies related to fundamental and applied research in the field of Ebola confirms that EVD can be controlled ( [Fig. 7](#f0035){ref-type="fig"}). Significant efforts have been made by agencies like UN Mission for Ebola Emergency Response, WHO, CDC, NIH, for the awareness to prevent Ebola transmission and possible diagnostics. For this accomplishment, safety training and networking at mass level should be conducted by local and international agencies ([@bib11], [@bib19], [@bib35], [@bib50], [@bib56]). SoA, need of rapid diagnostics, and diagnostic tool utilized for Ebola Virus outbreak-2014 are summarized in [Table 2](#t0010){ref-type="table"}, [Fig. 8](#f0040){ref-type="fig"}, and [Fig. 9](#f0045){ref-type="fig"} respectively. Based on social assessment impact, bottom-up approach (i.e., introduction of new tools such as smart assay for rapid detection), and development of efficient diagnostic tools to increase health quality of Ebola infected patients is important ([@bib26], [@bib27], [@bib38], [@bib43]).Fig. 7Salient features of Ebola outbreak-2014 ([@bib33]).Fig. 7Table 2State-of the-Art of Ebola diagnostics at laboratories.Table 2***Laboratory Diagnostics of Ebola*****TestTargetSourceRemarksDetection Limit**Polymerase Chain reactionViral nucleic acidBlood, serum, tissue1.Rapid and Sensitive2.But required special equipment ([@bib39])Quantifies viral RNA molecules in a wide range from 104 to 1010 per reactionAntigen ELISAViral AntigenBlood, serum, tissue1.Rapid and Sensitive2.But required special equipment ([@bib65])30 ng of recombinant NP (antigen)Enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA)Virus-specific antibodiesSerum1.Specific and sensitive2.But initial response slower than IFA ([@bib94])20 ng of EBOV Zaire GPImmunohistochemistryViral AntigenTissue (skin & liver)1.Indicated material2.Time takingQualitative Imaging methodFluorescence AssayViral AntigenTissue (liver)1.Rapid and easy2.But interpretation is subjectiveQualitative Imaging methodElectron MicroscopyViral particlesBlood, tissue1.Unique morphology (immunostaining)2.But insensitive and need special equipmentQualitative analysisIndirect immunofluorescence assay (IFA)Virus-specific antibodiesSerum1.Simple to perform2.But non-specific positive, and subjective interpretationQualitative Imaging methodImmuno-blot (western blot)Virus-specific antibodiesSerum1.Protein specific2.But interpretation sometimes difficultQualitative assayBiosensors SPR, QCM, opticalVirusBlood, Serum1.Antibody based specific detection2.Rapid, sensitive, and selective3.Detection limit 0.005 PFU/mLBiosensors, SPR, QCM, opticalDNA-based fluorescence nanobarcodes methodologyViral nucleic acidBlood tissue1.multiplexed approach to detect pathogen ([@bib52])620 attomoleFig. 8Exploring the need to develop rapid and sensitive Ebola detection methods.Fig. 8Fig. 9Methodologies used to detect Ebola virus concentration during Ebola outbreak-2014.Fig. 9

Many international health agencies such as WHO, NIH, Public Health Agency of Canada and Democratic Republic of the Congo provide medical and financial support to Ebola infected remote areas. However, portability of diagnostic tools, and unavailability of power for device operation, and refrigeration to store bio-samples is still a challenge. However, ELISA, immunoassay, genetically modifies genes, proteins, monoclonal antibody, and viral-antigen based EBOV detection approach have been successfully executed. The needs of BSL-4 facility to perform Ebola detection and diagnostics using these methods limit application of these techniques in field. ([@bib75])

An update of laboratory diagnosis of Ebola and Marburg hemorrhagic fever was summarized by [@bib36]). Researchers described that laboratory diagnosis for EBOV is available only at national and international laboratories. This delays diagnostics due to time consuming sample collection, limited storage and complicated transport of sensitive samples. This raises demand to set-up quality diagnosis laboratory at local level. Dhillon et al described that bottom-up, integrated approach, and scaled-up strategies could be of use to monitor EBOV ([@bib23]). Iwen et al described that an integrated approach based on automated laboratory instrumentation along with recommendations from companies and regulatory agencies, Ebola can be managed and safely controlled at clinical laboratories ([@bib41]). A study based on EBOV infected patients conducted as a critical part of the management of epidemic-2014 was proposed by Martin et al. The available diagnostic tastes are capable to rule out patients who experienced symptoms \>72 h. Authors suggested the need of a method to detect Ebola at onset of symptoms and also warrant negative Ebola tests within 48--72 h ([@bib58]). The utilized diagnostic protocol and safety process for 2 Ebola infected patients in USA was described by Hiill-2014 et al. These doctors suggested safe management and a menu based procedures to monitor infection related progress during a longer course of EVD treatment. The outcomes of this study will be of use for healthcare professionals to manage and cure other similar infectious diseases. ([@bib38])

As of now, research groups have highlighted major issues and demands for the development of rapid, selective, sensitive miniaturized Ebola sensing systems with reduced form factors for the recognition, screening, and detection of EBOV level. Such portable sensing platforms could provide to manage Ebola outbreak by monitoring EBOV and increasing the detection limit which will surely improve health quality. The techniques utilized till date to detect Ebola virus diseases/infections/progression are discussed below.

### 2.1.1. ELISA based assay for EBOV detection {#s0040}

In 1998, Prehaud et al purposed a nucleoprotein (NP) and glycoprotein (GP), Gabon (94 strain) based method to detect EBOV infection in humans ([@bib69]). Authors proposed that cloning and sequencing of NP and GP gene of Gabonese strains isolated from Ebola outbreak-1996 found circulating virus in Zaire subtype Ebola strain. GP and NP were synthesized in Sf9 cells and expressed as recombinant proteins to develop ELISA for the detection of IgG antibodies in convalescent human sera from Gabon and Zaire. All the measurements were made using 50 ng of antigen in each well of ELISA plate. NP and GP based ELISA method detected IgG and IgM antibodies successfully and could be used for early diagnosis. However this assay showed issues of false result. Thus developing a selective method to detect EBOV at clinical level was in demand ([@bib69]). A sandwich ELISA system based on EBOV antigen-detection using a monoclonal antibody (MAb) prepared via immunization of NP (Zaire subtype) was developed ([@bib65]). This developed system detected 30 ng of recombinant NP. The utilized Mab was also found reacting with corresponding region of NP derived from the Reston and Sudan subtypes. Researchers claimed that this system can be used at laboratories to detect Ebola virus at very low level ([@bib65]).

[@bib32] proposed ELISA and RT-PCR based detection of Ebola virus in oral fluid during the Ebola-outbreak 2003 hemorrhagic fever (EVHF) in the Republic of Congo ([@bib32]). They used serum and oral fluid specimens of 24 Ebola virus infected patients along with 10 normal patients and confirmed EVHF. In this study, author failed to detect IgG against Ebola in oral fluid sample of patients whose serum samples were seropositive. Besides this, patients with positive serum, RT-PCR results were also found positive in oral fluid specimens ([@bib32]). An ELISA assay was developed by [@bib64]) to detect filovirus species-specific antibodies. His-tagged, a secreted form of the transmembrane GPs of five different EBOV species was used as an antigen for the detection filovirus species specific antibodies. An assay was performed on antisera collected from mice immunized with virus-like particles and from humans and nonhuman primates infected with virus. A little cross-reactivity of IgG antibodies was observed in most of the mouse antisera. Results suggest that virus specific IgM antibodies were specifically detected in acute infected patients and developed method could be of use for Ebola diagnostics and management ([@bib64]).

[@bib54] proposed the need of a Mab to develop an Ebola diagnostic ELISA kit to analyze Zaire strain- EBOV ([@bib54]). Authors produced a specific Mab from mice immunized with inactivated viral particles and directed against viral structural protein VP40. The efficiency of developed Mab was tested using ELISA-based antigen capture protocol. This assay exhibited detection of VP40 in all virus infected samples. Moreover, SDS inactivated material can also be detected using this antigen capture ELISA method ([@bib54]). Later, this research group developed an immunofiltration based assay to detect VP40 for rapid diagnostic of EBOV infection ( [Fig. 10](#f0050){ref-type="fig"}) ([@bib53]). This was an antigen capture based approach to detect Ebola virus in chemically inactivated clinical samples. Developed assay was tested using known virus stocks. This assay can be acknowledged as the first-generation on-site tool to detect Ebola virus within 30 min. Author proposed that developed assay can be used for EBOV progression among animals and further for human ([@bib53]).Fig. 10(A) Comparison of the results obtained in serum and urine samples infected by Zaire Ebola virus Mayinga (TCID50 1105 /mL), 1105/mL), and results were compared with those for corresponding unspiked samples. (B) Cross-reactivity with antigens for other Ebola virus species and Lake Victoria marburg virus Musoke. (C) Demonstration of Immuno-filtration assay based on photometric integrated with immune-filtration column at diseases location ([@bib53]).Fig. 10

### 2.1.2. Immunofluorescence based assay for EBOV detection {#s0045}

Saijo et al developed an immunofluorescent (IF) method to detect IgG of EBOV. Author used HeLa cells to be expressed with a baculovirus recombinant NP ( [Fig. 11](#f0055){ref-type="fig"}) ([@bib76]). Selected NP found to express Ebola virus under cytomegalovirus immediately, which is an early stage promoter. To conduct all related experiments, selected cell line was infected with the baculovirus expressed EBOV NP to perform IF based on antigen to detect Ebola virus IgG. This method is very sensitive for Ebola detection and an alternate of highly complicated procedures performed only under BSL-4 facilities ([@bib76]). Ikegami et al also promoted IF assay to detect Reston subtype EBOV subtype using HeLa cell line expressed by related EBOV NP ( [Fig. 12](#f0060){ref-type="fig"}) ([@bib40]). Author performed IF detection of selected virus specific IgG in both hyperimmune rabbit sera and monkey. Result showed that developed assay is more sensitive for Reston subtype than Zaire subtype Ebola virus samples. Authors believe that developed method has potential for seroepidemiological studies of virus infected animals ([@bib40]).Fig. 11IF staining patterns of Ebola virus NP-expressing HeLa cells. (a) anti-Ebola virus NP rabbit serum. (b) Positive staining with serum collected from a patient with Ebola virus infected convalescent phase, and (c) Positive IF staining with serum collected from an Ebola infected monkey.([@bib76]).Fig. 11Fig. 12(A) IF staining of HeLa cells expressed by Ebola virus NP with anti-Ebola virus-NP rabbit serum case No. 1, (B) EBO-R infected monkey serum, (C) normal rabbit serum, (D) Ebola virus uninfected monkey serum case 2, (E), normal HeLa cells treated anti-Ebola virus-NP rabbit serum case 1, and (F) Ebola virus infected monkey serum. ([@bib40]).Fig. 12

Recently [@bib58] published a review to highlight EBOV pathogenesis in humans using histopathology ([@bib58]). Results showed that virus infection affect liver significantly. Histopathology was successful to differentiate normal cell and virus such as Ebola virus, hemorrhagic, and filovirus fever effected cells in most of the organ ( [Fig.13](#f0065){ref-type="fig"}). This group also summarized that the pathogenesis affect mononuclear phagocytic system activation, pro-inflammatory cytokines release, immune impairment, dysregulation in endothelial on virus progression, and viral replication. These outcomes are significant for understanding viral pathogenesis, epidemics, transmission, and histopathological analysis of host organisms. However, pathogenesis of virus infection has many unanswered issues and future research should be directed to explore pathways and mechanism for better diagnosis.Fig. 13(A) Immunohistopathological analysis of in-situ hybridization and ultrastructural characteristics of fatal Ebola hemorrhagic fever. (B) Hepatic histopathological features and viral immunostaining in a fatal case of Ebola virus infection, (C) Splenic histopathological features and immunohistochemical characteristics in fatal cases of filovirus infection, (D) Cutaneous immunohistochemical and ultrastructural features in fatal cases of Ebola virus, (E) Gastrointestinal tract histopathological features and immunohistochemistry in a fatal case of Ebola hemorrhagic fever, (F) Renal histopathological features and immunohistochemistry in Ebola and Marburg hemorrhagic fevers, (G) Histopathological and immunohistochemical features in the testis of a fatal case of Ebola virus infection, (H) Bone marrow in a fatal case of Ebola virus infection ([@bib58]).Fig. 13

### 2.1.3. RT-PCR based assay for EVD {#s0050}

In 1999, for the first time, Sanchez et al demonstrated RT-PCR for detection and characterization of EBOV infected samples collected from human and non-human premises ([@bib77]). Authors employed RT-PCR method for the detection of viral RNA in infected body fluids and tissues. It is well known that during infection a little change take place in nucleotide or amino acid sequences of GP Ebola virus of any subtypes in comparison of uninfected original representatives. Such nonstructural secreted GP and SGP was successfully detected at acute infection in humans ([@bib77]). Additionally, RT-PCR method to detect and quantify RNA of Ebola and Marburg Viruses, Lassa Virus, Crimean-Congo Hemorrhagic Fever Virus, Rift Valley Fever Virus, Dengue Virus, and Yellow Fever Virus was developed by [@bib25] ([@bib25]). These mentioned diseases are clinically difficult to detect, diagnose, and screen out. Novel primers and 5-nuclease detection probes were designed for specific related virus using DNA database entries. Assay sensitivity for all measurement was optimized and validated using an in vitro-transcribed RNA. A detection limit of \>95% was estimated using probit regression analysis and average measurement time was within 3 hrs after receiving samples of patient. Developed PCR method was suggested to be an important part of a diagnostic procedure to detect virus-specific IgG and IgM ([@bib25])

[@bib85] designed 48 TaqMan™-RT-PCR assays for the detection and quantification of multiple hemorrhagic fever viruses. ([@bib85]) A set of 46 virus specific assay were analyzed and only 2 were designated for assays to measure Marburg virus. TaqMan™-RT-PCR exhibited a detection range from 10 to 0.001 plaque-forming units (PFU)/PCR. Results of presented report suggest that TaqMan™-based viral RNA real-time qRT-PCR assays can be adopted as a diagnostic tool for the identification and analysis of EVD ([@bib85]) A rapid detection of EBOV and Marburg virus via targeting NP genes of Zaire strain using RT-TaqMan-PCR as an assay tool was reported by Huang-2014.([@bib39]) Corresponds to the threshold of a standard RNA transcript, RT-TaqMan-PCR reported in this work detected virus copies widely ranging from 103 to 109 among 1010 RNA copies/mL of virus culture supernatant which is equivalent to 10,000 RNA molecules per infection. Outcomes presented in this report also clearly indicated the presence of many non-infectious particles. Authors suggest that qRT-PCR is one amongst the main analytical tool utilized which is very sensitive, selective, rapid against EBOV ([@bib39]).

### 2.1.4. Gene Guided Approach to Detect EBOV {#s0055}

A multiplexed approach to detect pathogen using DNA with DNA-based fluorescence nanobarcodes methodology was described by [@bib52]). Authors synthesized a dendrimer-like (DL) DNA based fluorescence intensity coded nanobarcodes containing an in-built code and a probe for molecular recognition ( [Fig.14](#f0070){ref-type="fig"}). These nanobarcodes were utilized for multiplexed detection of several pathogens DNA using a fluorescence microscopy, dot blotting, and flow cytometry. Authors used unknown DNA sampled isolated from three pathogenic species namely anthracis, Ebola and SARS coronavirus for analysis. Presented method exhibited a detection limit of 6.2x10^-16^ mole or 620 attomole within 30s. Further, DNA from 4 multiple pathogens were detected simultaneously using nanobarcode methodology. Authors claimed that DL-DNA can be used as structural scaffolding and a functional probe. Multiplexed molecular sensing relies on the detection of precise fluorescent color ratios, and can be used to detect other deadly viruses. ([@bib52])Fig. 14(A) Schematic illustration of nanobarcodes 4G1R, 2G1R, 1G1R, 1G2R and 1G4R decoded based on fluorescence intensity ratio. (B) Nanobarcode colors (2-6 bar codes are 4G1R, 2G1R, 1G1R, 1G2R and 1G4R, respectively while 1 & 7 are 488--labeled starting oligonucleotide component and Bodipy 630/650--labeled starting oligonucleotide component) in an agarose gel on illumination using strong UV light. (C) Multiple target detection, (D) Dot-blotting detection of multiple DNA targets with nanobarcodes. ([@bib52]).Fig. 14

Bar et al raised an issue that the direct role of Ebola virus-GP in membrane fusion and need of low-pH activation is not clear ([@bib5]). Authors developed an assay based on galactosidase (lacZ), a reporter gene in target cell for the detection of cytoplasmic exchanges which is an indication of membrane fusion with EBOV infected cell (Zaire species) ( [Fig. 15](#f0075){ref-type="fig"}). The outcomes of this study demonstrated the direct role of EBOV in progression and inhibition by anti-GP IgG ([@bib5]). Kurosaki-2007 et al developed a one-step reverse transcription-loop mediated isothermal amplification (RT-LAMP) assay to detect Zaire EBOV via targeting trailer region of the viral genome ([@bib49]). This reported assay detected 20 copies of artificial Zaire EBOV RNA within 26 mins. Real time-monitoring detection was also performed to detect 10^−3^ FFU of propagated virus. RT-LAMP assay is found selective to Zaire EBOV. At good side, this method does not need sophisticated instrumentation and seems suitable for EBOV diagnosis at clinics and in-field ([@bib49]).Fig. 15Immunofluorescence image of staining of co-cultured HeLa-CD4-LTRlacZ target cells with HeLa cells transfected with respect to HIV-1 Tat (A), Tat and HIV-1 Env (B), Tat and Ebola virus-GP (C). Confocal microscopy fields of co-cultures of CMTMR (red) labeled HeLa-CD4-LTRlacZ cells and CTG labeled (green) HeLa cells (D), HIV-1 Env (E), Ebola virus- GP (F) expression vectors. ([@bib5]) (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.).Fig. 15

### 2.1.5. Biosensors based Ebola detection {#s0060}

Yu et al reported that polyclonal (pAb) and Mab against Ebola virus-GP can be used to detect Ebola virus and studying related diversities. Authors developed a surface plasma resonance (SPR) and quartz crystal microbalance (QCM) immunosensor-based on pAb and mAb to detect Ebola virus produced by different strains. Besides this, Mab was also able to recognize and differentiate EBOV GP among human and non-human primates. Both immunosensor strategy were found selective ([@bib94]). Recently, a paper based synthetic gene network was investigated by [@bib67]) to detect EBOV ( [Fig. 16](#f0080){ref-type="fig"}) ([@bib67]). Authors explored an *in-vitro* paper-based platform which is capable of detecting virus smartly using engineered gene circuits and visual transduction. Small-molecule and RNA actuation of genetic switches, rapid prototyping of complex gene circuits, and programmable *in vitro* diagnostics, including glucose sensors and strain-specific EBOV sensors has been successfully demonstrated using this approach. This test method is very rapid, cost-effective, sensitive (2.5--3.53), and performed detection and diagnostics based on antibody or sequences. Detail of sensor preparation and methodology is illustrated in [Fig. 19](#f0095){ref-type="fig"} C-D. ([@bib67])Fig. 16(A) Schematic illustration of paper based genosensor consists of enzyme transcription and translation combined with engineered gene circuits to detect Ebola virus. (B) Prototype of Ebola RNA Sensors based Sudan and Zaire Strains sequencing of the Ebola Virus. 24 toehold switch-based RNA sensors were fabricated and tested-based on RNA segment windows (A--L) to detect Sudan and Zaire strains of Ebola virus at 570 nm absorption within 90 min at 30 °C (C) 240 paper-based reactions used to test the 24 sensors, yellow(control and un-triggered) and purple (activated toehold sensors). (D) Sequence specificity tested for 4 Sudan and 4 Zaire sensors.(E) Fold change of the color output rate of sensors SD and ZH over a titration of RNA concentrations.([@bib67]).Fig. 16Fig. 19Illustration of utilized specific Rx for EbolaFig. 19

Yanik et al developed ( [Fig. 17](#f0085){ref-type="fig"}) a label free biosensor based on optofluidic nanoplasmonic to detect live viruses such as VSV, PT-Ebola, and Vaccinia in biological specimen at clinically relevant concentration ([@bib93]). This sensor due to high signal throughput and without complicated mechanical or optical isolation is proposed as efficient tool to detect small and high virus level. The direct detection of VSV, PT-Ebola, and Vaccinia is also an added advantage. A low detection range of 105 PFU/mL and a detection range from 106 to 109 PFU/mL along with a dynamic magnitude of order 3 have successfully been demonstrated. Moreover, these sensors can be developed in multiplexed manner wherein, various viral antibodies can be immobilized for selective detection of pathogens in desired body fluids. Authors claimed that extraordinary light transmission phenomena for detecting broad range of pathogens can be used immediately at clinics ([@bib93]).Fig. 173D schematic illustration of resonance transmissions based opto-fluidic nanoplasmonic biosensors. (A) Immobilization and capturing of antibody to target virus, (B) VSV attaches only to the antibody immobilized sensor. (C) SEM of patterned SiNx membrane after Au deposition. (D) Au deposition result in suspended plasmonic nano-hole sensors without any lift-off process (inset: nanohole openings without clogging). (E) Immunosensing surface functionalization.([@bib93]).Fig. 17

Daaboul-et al purposed a specific and sensitive virus/nanoparticles (60 nm)-imaging sensing assay i.e, Single Particle Interferometric Reflectance Imaging Sensor (SP-IRIS)([@bib21]). This nanoparticles/antibody microarray based assay possessed high throughput and rapid size variation on interaction with target virus. The detection of virus particles such as replication-competent (1) wild-type vesicular stomatitis virus (VSV), (2) defective VSV, (3), Ebola and Marburg VSV has been demonstrated using SP-IRIS ( [Fig. 18](#f0090){ref-type="fig"}). During sensing, the interaction of nanoparticles-antibody with virus changes size of particles which differentiate modified virus according to genome length. A low detection limit of 5x10^-3^  pfu/mL in blood within 2 hrs with respect to Ebola and Marburg VSV pseudotypes has been achieved. Authors claim that the detection of viruses expressing hemorrhagic fever virus GP using SP-IRIS has significance as a point-of-need device to detect infectious virus for diagnostics. ([@bib21])Fig. 18Illustration of microarray configuration and detection mechanism to detect Ebola virus using single particle interferometric reflectance imaging sensor (SP-IRIS). Specific antibodies immobilized onto microarray to detect virus via colorimetric based imaging as illustrated green, red, and blue spots represent anti-VSV, anti-EBOV, and anti-MARV probes, respectively (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.).Fig. 18

2.2. Towards EVD Detection at point-of-care (POC) {#s0065}
-------------------------------------------------

Currently, rapid blood tests used to diagnose EBOV infection include the antigen or antibodies capture ELISA and RNA detection by RT-PCR within 3-10 days after the onset of symptoms. However ELISA test procedure is very cumbersome to the health care workers based on the high infectivity nature of the virus that includes several washes of the ELISA plates over a period of time. Further ELISA is difficult to perform at POC facility, while RT-PCR is complicated by genetic diversity due to rapidly changing nature of the genomic sequence of the virus. Further, these methods are limited to laboratory only. Thus the turn-around time for a confirmed laboratory Ebola diagnostics results is about 3 days and this causes delay in therapeutic approaches.

The need of an effective Ebola testing kit and smart diagnostics tool for POC EBOV sensing to identify disease, rapid infections monitoring, easy operation, and preventing epidemics are highlighted by [@bib89]). In brief, available Corgenix and Senova testing-based on blood-antibody analysis have demonstrated EBOV detection in human patients. However, longer detection time, traveling with biosample is still an obstacle. However, both testing method are based on sophisticated device and demand need of high expertize in performing test. Experts explained both good and bad side of these devices but also due to rapid and on-site detection they recommend this method for screening tool at POC in remote area. Experts believe that, once optimized, Senova could potentially produce thousands of sensing unit per day and assay-cost would be \$1 or \$2 each. Recently, WHO, USAID, and Gates foundation has funded various programs to promote research for the development of new diagnostic methods to improve state-of-the-art of Ebola diagnostics. Experts suggest that WHO should increase PCR based labs to manage Ebola diagnostics of large volume of population. ([@bib89])

In conclusion, developing a cost-effective, rapid, sensitive, and selective sensor to detect EBOV at POC is the need to diagnose Ebola at filed and clinics. We believe this can be achieved using electrochemical immune-sensing methodology. Electrochemical sensors have proven potential for sensitive and selective detection of markers at pM level. Recently these sensors are being integrated with microfluidic systems (sample automation) and miniaturized devices for POC target analyte detection ([@bib20]; [@bib46] [@bib47]; [@bib88]). However, this methodology is not yet explored for EVD. We at College of Medicine and College of engineering of FIU propose that development of a POC system consists of an electrochemical Ebola imunosensor fabricated using a specific monoclonal antibody can detect Ebola virus as low as pM levels within ∼40 min compared to 3 days of ELISA test at nM levels. If developed, such devices can be used for rapid screening of Ebola strains using available specific Anti-Ebola virus antibodies based immunosensing and can also estimate Ebola virus levels enabling a faster therapeutic approach.

2.3. Towards vaccine development against EVD {#s0070}
--------------------------------------------

Tremendous efforts have been made by scientists to develop appropriate vaccines against EBOV infection ([Fig. 19](#f0095){ref-type="fig"}). Scientists, public health organizations, regulatory bodies and pharma-industries attended an urgent meeting namely "Ebola Vaccine-An International priority" was organized by WHO, Geneva. The aim of this meeting was to discuss SOA and possible future prospects for developing vaccines to treat EVD. The potentials of two vaccines utilized for Ebola outbreak-2014 i.e., cAd3 (approved by Glaxo Smithline and National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases) and rCSVΔG-Ebola Virus-GP (-Approved by New Link Genetic and Public Health agency of Canada) was discussed at WHO. Kanapathipillai et al. reported that except these two drugs, other vaccines are only in preliminary stage and only monovalent form of cAd3 vaccine-based on Zaire strain found effective in Ebola outbreak-2014 in West Africa ( [Fig. 20](#f0100){ref-type="fig"}). The cAd3 vaccine demonstrated safety and immunogenecity but enough production of this vaccine is still an existing challenge. WHO and other public health related agencies requested Pharma companies to increase vaccines production for safety in advance and immediate therapy, in case of future Ebola Epidemic.Fig. 20Genomic structures of Ebola vaccine candidates-based on rVSV (Panel A) and cAd3 (Panel B) ([@bib43], [@bib44]).Fig. 20

Recently, [@bib51] and [@bib22]) described advancements in development of therapeutics/vaccine to prevent and control EBOV infection. Authors suggested that EBOV positive patients should be isolated immediately after confirmation. Further, medical experts, volunteers, and inhabitants must be immunized with prophylactic vaccines to avoid all possible infections to break transmission chain. This group reported that multiple drugs against EVD are under development and only available potential antivirals are ZMapp and favipiravir against Anti-Ebola. ZMapp targets the viral entry and favipiravir targets RNA replication steps. For complete eradication of EBOV, the development of powerful drugs and vaccines is urgently required ([@bib22], [@bib51]).

[@bib12] explored features of EBOV entry pathway used by filoviruses to investigate potential antiviral strategies. Authors described filovirus GP based viral membrane fusion and escape from the vesicular compartment ([@bib12]) which requires NPC1 protein, a cholesterol transporter. A global gene associated with human cells was utilized to explore components related with unusual entry pathway ( [Fig. 21](#f0105){ref-type="fig"}). Authors explored that aspects of lysosome function found associated with identified genes. This indicated that filoviruses exploit this organelle differently. Authors purposed that investigated role of hereditary disease gene NPC1 in viral entry, infection and pathogenesis will be of use to develop therapy to cure filovirus ([@bib12]).Fig. 21(A) Illustration of gene-trap insertions in the rVSV-GP-Ebola virus selected cell population. (B) Presentation of hypothetical model to understand the roles of CTSB, the HOPS complex and NPC1 during Ebola virus entry.([@bib12]).Fig. 21

[@bib7] ( [Fig. 22](#f0110){ref-type="fig"}) explored structural rearrangement of EBOV VP40 begets multiple functions during viral life cycle ([@bib7]). It is well known VP40 protein performs multiple distinct roles in the EBOV life cycle. Authors used multiple crystal structures to explain biochemistry, and cellular microscopy related to VP40 rearrangement with respect to distinct function of EBOV life cycle. Variations in structure-shifting properties of VP40 provide added informatics to develop antiviral drugs for therapeutics. Moreover, VP40 provides a way to establish correlations with EBOV genomes with the essential functions targeted proteins ([@bib7]).Fig. 22(A) The Dimeric Structure of VP40 and related changed after Ebola virus infection. Dimeric crystal structure of VP40 EDN displayed with NTDs. This dimeric interface displayed A55, H61, F108, A113, and M116 (green) and L117 (yellow). (B) A cross-section of an Ebola virus virion is modeled by assembly of VP40 (NTD is in blue), And (B)2D modeling of 4 individual VP40 filaments derived from the assembly of VP40 hexamers.([@bib7]) (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.).Fig. 22

Among four major main strains of EBOV responsible for hemorrhagic fever, Zaire subtype related Ebola outbreak exhibited highest lethality. It was uncontrolled due to rapid virus progression that did not allow developing immunity and lack of effective anti-viral therapy. Sullivan-2000 et al developed of a vaccine to cure Ebola virus infection. Authors demonstrated an immunization and boosting of DNA/combinations by adenoviral vectors that encode viral proteins generated cellular and humoral immunity in cynomolgus macaques. Authors observed that T-cell mediated and humoral immunity based system exhibited therapeutics significance to clear virus. Moreover, antibody titer and cellular proliferative response also exhibited improved immunity for protection ([@bib79], [@bib80], [@bib81]). These researchers have also explored EBOV infection pathway, progression, need of receptors, role of GP, and genetic variability during infection and transmission. The outcomes of this study provide a pathway to develop vaccine for EVD therapeutics. Chandran et al explored that CatB and CatL reduces multiplication of EBOV of Zaire subtype using selective protease inhibitors and protease-deficient cell lines ([@bib15]). A detailed antiviral study of these inhibitors is necessary to develop therapeutics against EBOV.

The genomic surveillance elucidates EBOV origin and transmission during Ebola outbreak-2014 by [@bib34] via sequencing 99 Ebola virus genomes isolated from 78 patients ( [Fig. 23](#f0115){ref-type="fig"}) ([@bib34]). An inter-host and intra-host genetic variation accumulation characterizes viral patterns of epidemic. Ebola outbreak-2014 exhibited a genetic variability and changes distinct to lineage. In this study, a catalog of 395 mutations, including 50 fixed non synonymous changed with 8 at positions with high risk of EBOV infection was used to conduct other related studies. Authors released genomic surveillance to promote Ebola research globally to identify viral determinants of transmission dynamics, monitor viral changes and adaptation. This investigated genomic surveillance can be helpful to develop therapy and diagnostic tools for health care ([@bib34]).Fig. 23The top row shows the type of mutation of patient/raw identified with the Kissidougou Guinean sequence, with genomic locations indicated above and Cluster assignments are shown at the left. This informatics confirmed that Sierra Leone outbreak stemmed by the introduction of two genetically distinct viruses from Guinea around the same time. ([@bib34]).Fig. 23

Uebelhoer et al explored for the first time the MARV and EBOV reverse genetic system-based on secreted Gaussia luciferase (gLuc) to establish two screening methods for the development of antiviral therapeutics ( [Fig. 24](#f0120){ref-type="fig"}) ([@bib86]). First method was based on mini-genome replicon in BSL-2 facility exhibited screening of virus replication inhibitors using gLuc level. Another method based on gLuc utilized as a reporter gene product encoded in recombinant infection. Thus variation in gLuc level is correlated with viral growth quantification during antiviral effect. Researchers characterized these systems for proof of the concept and proposed that mini-genome and infectious virus platform can be used as bioinformatics needed to develop anti-virus therapies ([@bib86]).Fig. 24Illustration of filovirus genome in anti-genome (viral complementary) sense. 7 viral genes separated by intergenic regions and flanked by 50 and 30 UTRs (A), mini-genome and viral support protein plasmids used to drive the gLuc minigenome systems (B), and gLuc-expressing filovirus genomes (C)([@bib86]).Fig. 24

Immunogenicity, antibody neutralizing activity, and antigenic determining domain of Zaire strain EBOV fragment MFL (aa393--556) containing furin site and internal loop has been explored to develop a single rVSV-based polyvalent vaccine ( [Fig. 25](#f0125){ref-type="fig"}) ([@bib90]). Outcomes suggested that recombinant protein and plasmid of MFL fragment of Zaire EBOV GP showed high levels of neutralizing antibody and induced cellular immune response in mice. It was also observed that internal fusion loop and the furin site containing domain showed significant contribution in immunogenicity of MFL. Such investigated vaccines are found effective and can be used as an antigen to produce neutralizing antibody to cure EBOV ([@bib90]).Fig. 25Illustration of GP monomer and MFL fragments.([@bib90]).Fig. 25

Choi et al for the first time investigated a single dose respiratory recombinant adenovirus-based vaccine and its long-term protection from lethal Ebola infection in non-human primates ([@bib18]). A dose of respiratory and sublingual 1.4 × 10^9^ infectious virus particles (ivp)/kg of Ad-CAGoptZGP strongly induced the response of CD8+ and CD4+ T cell specifically to EBOV GP antibodies. This vaccine was investigated in three primates and showed improved immune response to Ebola in rodents. Significantly, such formulated vaccine exhibited protection against challenge, 21 weeks after immunization. However, in case of sublingual, the developed antibodies were unable to neutralize that makes vaccine un-protective ([@bib18]). The role of humoral versus cellular immunity in recombinant vesicular stomatitis virus (rVSV) vaccine for the protection against Zaire strain EBOV has been investigated using a model of EBOV infected animals ([@bib60]). The developed rVSV-Zaire Ebola GP vaccine was tested in groups of cynomolgus macaques depleted of CD4+T, CD8+T, or CD20+B cells. Detailed analysis of the results suggested that the role of antibodies was crucial for rVSV-based vaccine therapeutics against EBOV infection ([@bib60]). Mohan et al explored the phenomena of antigenic subversion, a novel EBOV escape strategy via improving host immunity ([@bib63]). Authors reported that DNA immunized GP1, 2 and/or truncated glycoprotein isoform (sGP) and among them only sGP has ability to compete with anti-GP1 2 antibodies. sGP is secreted during EBOV infection and it quantity has correlated with virus progression. Authors correlated outcomes with EBOV vaccinology and claimed its importance to elicit immunity for rapid clearing of EBOV infection before antigenic subversion. Antigenic subversion represents a novel virus escape strategy that likely helps EBOV evade host immunity, and may represent an important obstacle to EBOV vaccine design ([@bib63]).

It has been demonstrated that human adenovirus type 5 vectors (rAd5) is capable for encoding of Ebola virus GP to generate protective immunity against acute Zaire Ebola virus infection ([@bib78]). But therapeutics of rAd5 is unable to protect animals. Stanley et al showed for the first time that chimpanzee derived replication defective adenovirus (ChAd3) vaccine modified with MVA generated longer protection against EBOV infection in animals ([@bib78]). Macrophages and dendritic cells, antigen presenting cells (APCs) exhibit early and in-vivo sustained targets of EBOV infection. Recently, the effect of pyridinyl imidazole inhibitors of p38 MAPK on EBOV infection on human APCs and on virus mediated cytokine production has been demonstrated by Jackson et al using an EBOV like particles (VLP). Results suggested that utilized p38 MAPK inhibitor blocked EBOV infection and replication and thus may be proposed as potential therapeutics ([@bib42]).

Above discussion highlighted the efforts made by researchers in direction to explore EBOV infection pathway, host-cell target, possible antibodies/antigen, and genomic sequencing to develop vaccine against EVD. However, no potential vaccine is available yet in market that could be of use against EBOV infection. Thus current review is also a call to increase significant efforts in advance to develop an effective vaccine to cure EVD.

3. Challenges and future prospects {#s0075}
==================================

As deliberated above, Ebola expert (Dr. Aileen Marty at Department of Medicine, FIU) claimed that lack of appropriate safety, work stations, and efficient selective rapid Ebola diagnostics methodologies are the main challenges to fight against EBOV in future. An effective EVD monitoring and treatment demands for the establishment of BSL-4 level laboratories internationally to explore more fundamental and applied research in EBOV for development of effective diagnostics system. As of now, enough tools to prevent EBOV transmission, pathogenesis, replication, and health effects are being explored. RNA/protein, ELISA, immunofluorescent assays, RT/Q-PCR, disposable immunoassays, SPR, and QCM based Ebola detection are serving good at clinical level only for recognition and detection of EBOV. Unfortunately, random false results exhibited by these methods are still unsolved issues. However, smart miniaturized and POC Ebola sensing devices or diagnostic kits are not explored yet for selective rapid detection of EBOV level need for timely therapeutics.

Thus, developing a cost-effective, rapid, sensitive, and selective sensor to detect EBOV at POC will be worth exploring. This can possibly be achieved using electrochemical immunosensing methodology. Nano-electronics and nanoplatform based electrochemical immunosensors based miniaturized devices are capable of detecting target analytes (pM level) at clinics and at disease location. The integration of such miniaturized sensing devices with me NEMS/MEMS is also increasing for automation of sample and for accurate and precise measurement. We hypothesize that development of specific Ebola monoclonal antibody based electrochemical immunosensor can detect EBOV selectively at pM level within ∼40 min. These devices can be used for rapid screening and estimation of EBOV level especially at early stage. The investigation of miniaturized potentiostat for rapid, sensitive, and selective detection of EBOV at POC will help to decide the therapeutic decision of Ebola infected patients. Moreover, rapid assessment of EBOV using miniaturized electrochemical ebola sensing systems will improve the EBOV progression and personalized health care of patients ( [Fig. 26](#f0130){ref-type="fig"}). In future a fully optimized POC Ebola sensing device can be used for on-site diagnostics of infected patients. This would be of great importance to decide therapeutics.Fig. 26Schematic illustration of possible future prospects of miniaturized nano-enabling electrochemical Ebola sensor for POC application.Fig. 26

4. Conclusion {#s0080}
=============

This review highlights EBOV associated health effects, pathogenesis, Ebola outbreak-2014, and SOA of Ebola diagnostics for health care to decide therapeutics. An impactful research has been conducted to explore the strategies to control the transmission and epidemic. Efforts have also been made to improve detection performance of Ebola diagnostic tools in particular to achieve rapid and selective detection to decide therapies. The challenge of discrimination among symptoms of Ebola and other deadly fever like malaria and diarrhea is remain unresolved and raise the demand to develop highly sensitive diagnostic tools at early stage. The available diagnostic tools are capable of detecting Ebola virus concentration but the longer analysis time and portability limit their applications in field. According to SOA of miniaturized sensing technology, POC Ebola detection can be achieved via adopting electrochemical Ebola immunosensing methodologies. This review is a request to initiate high level multidisciplinary research in collaboration of biologist, nanotechnologist, and engineers to developed smart compartments to integrate POC Ebola sensing devices in BSL-4 environment. The successful demonstration of Ebola sensing devices in-field for Ebola virus detection at pM level within 30 minutes in all virus strain at diseases site to decide therapeutics should be the aim of future research approach.
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